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Research into the Iron Age of Anatolia has seldom paid sufficient attention to settlement patterns and
the social organization of space. The Anabasis by Xenophon records the observations of a Greek outsider
who travelled across eastern Anatolia and along the Black Sea coast in 400 BCE, a time that was
relatively early in the colonial process in this area. Xenophon’s observations are used to establish a basic
model for settlement in the Black Sea coastal region of Anatolia, which is then tested against the results
of recent archaeological surveys and related research on the Sinop promontory. A fuller and richer model
of indigenous Iron Age settlement and colonial engagement on the Sinop promontory is developed and
considered in light of recent research on colonization in the western Mediterranean and northern Black
Sea regions.
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INTRODUCTION

The first half of the first millennium BCE

marked a turning point between the diver-
gent Anatolian and Black Sea economies
of the Bronze Age (third and second mil-
lennia BCE) to a deepening integration of
Anatolia into the extensive regional econ-
omies of northern Eurasia during the Iron
Age (first millennium BCE). Historians and
archaeologists most frequently emphasize
the development of local kingdoms and
polities that might be recognized through
distinctive material culture, including cer-
amics and portable luxury goods. Despite
widespread acknowledgement of the fallacy
of the ‘pots = people’ equation (Kramer,
1977), there is an almost irresistible urge to
attempt to reconstruct the ethnic mapping
of Anatolia that arises from the valuable and

interesting body of historical sources avail-
able for the period (see, for example, the
reviews in Genz, 2011 and Tsetskhladze
2012). Phrygians, Cimmerians, Lydians,
and Urartians dominate the discussion, their
material assemblages defined by excavations
at large and impressive centres (Sardis,
Gordion, Kerkenes Dağı, Kaman kale,
Altıntepe; see Figure 1). Recent systematic
surveys have begun to establish basic patterns
for occupation in the spaces between the
centres (e.g. Central Lydia Archaeological
Survey, Project Paphlagonia), but our under-
standing of Iron Age Anatolian settlement as
a spatial phenomenon remains woefully
underdeveloped1.

1 See papers in Steadman and McMahon (2011) for
discussions of the sites listed here, and Doonan, 2013
for an overview of recent systematic survey projects in
Anatolia.
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This article seeks to reorient the investi-
gation of Iron Age settlement in Black Sea
Anatolia more towards an understanding of
economic and settlement patterns than to
ever more precisely defined ceramic (read
ethnic) mappings. Although the approach
followed here may not be suitable for all
parts of Anatolia, it may offer a way out of
a conundrum we face on the northern side
of the Pontic watershed. An apparent gap
in settlement following the Early Bronze
Age (more correctly the absence of recog-
nizable late second and early first millen-
nium BCE ceramic types) contradicts the
historical accounts that pertain to this
region. Such an approach lays the ground-
work for a more synthetic approach that can
consider comparisons to better-established
case studies in the Mediterranean, the
Black Sea, and Anatolia. This has particular
relevance to the investigation of contrasting
case studies in indigenous-colonial relations.
The early–mid first millennium BCE

remains elusive on the Sinop promontory
despite a now extensive record of

archaeological surveys using both system-
atic and opportunistic methodologies. The
Sinop Regional Archaeological Project
(SRAP hereafter) has now conducted a
number of systematic surveys in the region
through which it has established a suffi-
cient body of data to revisit the question
of first millennium BCE indigenous settle-
ment on the promontory (Doonan, 2004a;
2007a; Doonan et al., 2015). It is has
been particularly challenging to define and
identify the Iron Age on the Sinop prom-
ontory2 for a number of reasons:

1) Continuation of a handmade undecor-
ated ceramic tradition as late as the late
first millennium BCE; conservative
undecorated forms with few diagnostic
features;

Figure 1. Map of Anatolia indicating the first millennium BCE sites mentioned in the text. The Sinop
promontory extends north at the midpoint of the south coast. The tribes mentioned in Xenophon’s nar-
rative are clustered near the Ionian colonies of Trebizond, Kerasous and Kotyora.

2 This article focuses primarily on the Sinop promon-
tory from the watershed of the Pontic coastal mountains
to the sea. Those parts of the Sinop province to the
south of the mountains have been described in detail by
Dönmez (2007, 2008, 2011) who also treats some areas
under discussion here.
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2) Relatively low site density, probably
attributable to the short duration of the
Iron Age rather than to a decrease in
actual settlement density at any point
in time (Iron Age duration of 500
years in comparison to a Bronze Age
duration of 2000 years); and

3) Settlements tend not to be readily visible
in a systematic survey methodology that
emphasizes cleared agricultural fields—
indigenous settlements are compact,
tend be uncultivated and overgrown
because of a preference for mounded and
sloping sites, and have sparse ceramic
and lithic material on the surface.

The fundamental challenge in defining
the Iron Age on the Sinop promontory
lies in the poor understanding we have of
indigenous ceramic chronologies. The
orthodox position is to assign the undecor-
ated indigenous handmade wares to the
Chalcolithic or Early Bronze Age, based
in many cases on tenuous formal similar-
ities to wares and forms from Alısa̧r
Höyük and other sites from the Anatolian
highlands. The most reliable evidence for
dating early sites comes from specific and
concrete parallels with the assemblages
from the important excavations of
Ik̇iztepe, 90 km east of Sinop in the delta
of the Kızılırmak river (see, for example,
Dönmez, 2004). However, only a limited
proportion of the handmade assemblages
from the Sinop promontory north of the
coastal mountain watershed can be pre-
cisely connected to parallels at Ik̇iztepe.
Following on the idea proposed above,

rather than approaching the problem of the
Iron Age in Sinop as a matter of matching
pottery types to ethnonyms, we might
consider it a matter of understanding
settlement patterns and complex spatial
relations between indigenous and intrusive
communities in the context of developing
relationships. Local communities engaged
outside traders dynamically through a

spatial and cultural system already in place
at the time of early contact (Doonan
2007a, 2007b). In the southern Black Sea
region, new evidence from the investiga-
tions at Sinop suggests that a system of
inland and coastal communities supporting
a population of specialist mobile fishermen
laid the groundwork for trade relations with
outsiders (Doonan et al., 2016; for discus-
sion of fishing evidence in the northern
Black Sea region see Gavriljuk, 2005).
Textual sources, likewise, might be used in
a systematic manner to establish expecta-
tions for testable patterns that might be
identified through survey rather than the
more conventional approach to use them
as a guide to ambiguous or even untestable
ethnic mappings (see, for example, Lipka,
1995, or Tsetskhladze, 2014).
As a starting point, let us consider the

undecorated handmade bowls and hole-
mouthed jars found north of the Sinop
watershed, more specifically dating ‘indi-
genous’ wares in association with known
assemblages rather than arbitrarily assign-
ing fourth- or third-millennium dates to
them. The dating of these assemblages is
very tenuous, based on ware types and
forms with minimal diagnostic features.
Handmade wares, mostly low-fired and
coarse, some burnished with forms
ranging from shallow bowls to hole-
mouthed jars, are divided into categories
based on distant and far-flung excavations.
It is clear that some of these really are
Early Bronze Age: those types that show
close correspondence with Ikiztepe, a half-
day’s sail down the coast, are certainly
interpreted correctly.
An analysis by Alexander Bauer shows

more diversity than conformity in local
handmade ware types and fabrics, but con-
formity in forms (Bauer, 2006). In fact,
many local ‘Early Bronze Age’ types look
as similar to humble handmade wares used
at Iron Age Boğazköy as they do to third-
millennium antecedents (Genz, 2004:
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51–61, plates I–XXV). There is sufficient
historical documentation to suggest that
settlements of local tribes were well estab-
lished along the Pontic coastal region
during the first millennium BCE (e.g.
Xenophon, Anabasis, Book V), and so it
seems more logical to attribute the anom-
alous two-millennium gap in settlement to
our poor understanding of local ceramic
sequences rather than to an actual gap in
settlement. The SRAP has undertaken a
comprehensive programme to date hand-
made wares by luminescence and establish
technologically-based typologies from a
broad group of settlements across the
Sinop promontory in order to remedy this
problem (Doonan et al., 2008; Casson
2014; Casson et al., 2012; Bauer and
Sherratt 2018). This research project is
still in its early stages and so the remarks
in this article will have to be regarded as
preliminary and based on a necessary
degree of chronological speculation.

TOWARDS A MODEL FOR IRON AGE

SETTLEMENT IN BLACK SEA ANATOLIA: A
CONSIDERATION OF CONTEMPORARY

PRIMARY SOURCES

Ancient literary sources provide potentially
useful contextual information relevant to
the interpretation of the evidence from the
Sinop promontory. Some later sources, such
as the Roman geographer Strabo, a native
of the nearby city of Amasia, are considered
highly reliable for the Hellenistic and early
Roman periods. However, Strabo and other
later sources will not be considered here
because their observations on indigenous
cultures will certainly contain distortions
based on the fundamental changes that took
place in the region over the fourth–first
centuries BCE.
This analysis focuses on the account in

Xenophon’s Anabasis in developing a
model for Pontic settlement north of the

coastal mountains during the mid-first
millennium BCE. Xenophon, together with
a large Greek army, crossed the Pontic
mountains behind the Ionian colony of
Trebizond and proceeded west along the
coast in 400 BCE (Figure 2). His rich
observations on the encounter and rela-
tionships between Greeks and indigenous
communities can be very useful to us as
we seek to enrich our understanding of
the nature of settlement and community
life in the coastal Pontic mountains during
the Iron Age. One note of caution should
however be struck: Xenophon’s descrip-
tions are of encounters in the eastern
Black Sea area and so do not precisely cor-
respond to the situation on the Sinop
promontory. Nonetheless, the regions
from which a detailed account survives are
broadly similar to the Sinop promontory
in terms of resources, climate, landforms,
indigenous economies, and social organ-
ization. The human geography of both
regions is dominated by steep coastal
mountains, deeply incised river valleys
with limited navigability, a humid sub-
tropical climate, and loose tribal organiza-
tion before the emergence of the Pontic
Kingdom in the third century BCE. Strabo
(2.1.16–17) considered the coast from
Sinope to Phanaroea (the delta of the
modern Yesi̧lırmak/ancient Iris river to the
east of Samsun/ancient Amisus) to be an
ecologically distinctive zone conducive to
olive production. This would make it a
microclimate uniquely similar to the east
coast of the Sinop promontory and it is
not unreasonable to suggest that broad
similarities in economy, settlement, and
social organization might have existed
along the coast.
Xenophon’s account is valuable in part

because the observations he made about
local cultures, the economy, and settle-
ment are incidental to his narrative. The
suggestion that Xenophon may have kept
some kind of diary is consistent with the
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level of detail in the Anabasis, although
this point is difficult to prove (Flower,
2012: 61–63). There is a legitimate debate
over the reliability of Xenophon’s field
observations, for example whether he
relied on memory unaided, or on personal
notes, or other sources for the details in
his account (as Stylianou, 2004 suggests;
see Caukwell, 1972 for an alternative
view). His observations are not nearly as
coloured by a larger agenda as were other
fifth-century ‘ethnographic’ sources like
Herodotus (but see Rood, 2014).
Xenophon was an Athenian general who
led an army of 10,000 mercenaries to
Persia to assist Cyrus the Younger seize
the throne from his brother Artaxerxes II
in 401 BCE. The march of the mercenaries
from western Anatolia to Persia and their
return across eastern Anatolia and along
the Black Sea back to Greece is the
subject of Xenophon’s Anabasis. The army
crossed the eastern Black Sea mountains
through the Zigana pass behind Trapezus,
marched west along the coast as far as
Kotyora, and then proceeded by ship to
Sinope and beyond (Figure 2).

We may thus consider the possibility of
broadly similar patterns in settlement,
economy, and cultural relations among
indigenous communities along ecologically
and topographically similar areas of this
coast. On the other hand, there is no
reason whatsoever to wade into historical
questions such as the naming of tribes and
the identification of particular ethnic
entities—often a distracting temptation
when considering sources such as these.
We will consider three themes under the
rubric of settlement and economy: settlement
form and distribution; social and economic
entanglement between coastal and interior
and indigenous groups; and economy.

SETTLEMENT IN THE PONTIC MOUNTAINS

Metropolis of the Drilae

‘When the Greeks reached the moun-
tains, the Drilae set fire to those of
their villages which struck them as
being vulnerable to attack, and with-
drew. There was nothing for the

Figure 2. Map of the Anatolian Black Sea region from Sinop to Trapezus (modern Trabzon).
Elevations are shaded, Xenophon’s approximate route is marked by a black line, and the names of tribes
mentioned in the text are written in capital letters.
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Greeks to take except for the occasional
pig or ox, or some other animal that
had escaped the flames. One strong-
hold, however, was their mother city
and this was where they had all congre-
gated. There was an extremely deep
gully around the place and all the
approaches to it were difficult to nego-
tiate. The peltasts, who had run five or
six stades ahead of the hoplites, crossed
the gully and attacked the place,
because they had spotted plenty of live-
stock, including sheep and goats. Over
two thousand men crossed the gully,
because the peltasts were joined by
large numbers of spearmen, who had
come out after provisions. They were
unable to take the place by force of
arms, however, because a wide trench
had been excavated around it, and the
embankment made from the excavated
earth had been fitted with a palisade
and wooden towers set at close inter-
vals.’ (Xenophon, Anabasis V.ii.3–6)

The Greeks followed the Drilae along a
series of riverine settlements until they
found themselves trapped and unable to
take a highland stronghold. There appear
to have been outlying farmsteads sur-
rounding a citadel surrounded by multi-
ple earthworks. The Greeks entered the
citadel believing that they had captured it
easily, but were put to flight by a strong
force that issued out of a citadel within. It
appears that the large settlement included
both a citadel and an outer town defended
by a rampart and palisades. The large and
powerful force extracted itself from the
town with great difficulty, and had to dis-
tract the Drilae by burning their town in
order to enable their own retreat.

Wooden tower of Mossynoecian king

‘However, their king, who was inside
the wooden tower built on top of the
hill and who was maintained by

contributions from the whole popula-
tion while he was the resident and
guard of the tower, refused to leave it,
and so did the ruler of the stronghold
they had taken earlier. So they were
incinerated along with the towers.’
(Xenophon, Anabasis V.iv.26)

Highland centres, even those associated
with powerful leaders, were constructed of
timber and highly susceptible to fire.
Recognized leaders (‘kings’) seem to have
been based in the highlands rather than in
coastal sites.

Mossynoecian villages

‘Towns were located at intervals of
more or less eighty stades, but the
layout of the land, with its mountains
and valleys, was such that the inhabi-
tants of one town could hear people
shouting to them from the next one.’
(Xenophon, Anabasis V.iv.30–32)

This passage reinforces the impression that
relatively small settlements were distributed
along river valleys within earshot of one
another. The approximation of 80 stadia
(c. 15 km) gives a rough idea of the dis-
tances between settlements. The observa-
tion that settlements were within earshot of
one another suggests a more likely distance
of 5–8 km between settlements given the
optimal acoustical conditions along the
steep Pontic ravines. The discrepancy may
be due to the difficulty of estimating dis-
tances over the challenging terrain.

Tibarenian coastal villages

‘Next they came to the Tibarenians,
whose land was far more flat and whose
villages by the sea were less well forti-
fied.’ (Xenophon, Anabasis V.v.2)

The Tibarenians lived in settlements with
some defensive capabilities just east of the
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Sinopean colony of Kotyora. They settled
in coastal plains and relied on hospitality
as a strategy to maintain good relations with
the Greeks. Although the Greeks first
came upon them with hostile intent it is
clear that the Tibarenians were skillful at
negotiating with outsiders—this may reflect
a long tradition of relations between
mobile fishing communities from around
the Black Sea interacting with local indi-
genous communities. New findings from
Sinop kale suggest a mobile community of
maritime specialists engaged in a symbiotic
relationship with terrestrial-oriented groups
from as early as the third millennium BCE

(Doonan et al. 2016).

Integration of highland-coastal
economies

‘When the Greeks looted the strong-
holds, they found in the houses piles of
stored loaves, which according to the
Mossynoecians were made from the
previous year’s flour, while the fresh
grain was stored with the straw. Most
of the grain was spelt. There were
also jars of dried dolphin meat and
pots of dolphin blubber, which the
Mossynoecians used for the same pur-
poses that the Greeks use olive oil. The
attics of the houses contained a great
many flat, unsegmented nuts which,
when boiled and baked into loaves,
were the Mossynoecians’ main food.
There was also wine, which tasted
sharp when undiluted, because it was so
rough, but when diluted it had a pleas-
ant scent and flavour.’ (Xenophon,
Anabasis V.iv.28)

Communities along the river valleys were
not only linked by soundscapes and mili-
tary strategies. This passage highlights the
importance of dolphins as a source of food
and fat in the highland diet and illustrates
that the Mossynoecians took advantage of

a wide variety of resources from different
environmental zones: arboreal products
from the mountains (chestnuts used as
flour for bread), agricultural products from
the coastal plain (stores of spelt and wine
laid up), and maritime products (dolphin
blubber and salted meat). Xenophon
describes this diverse array of foods as
typical to individual highland households.
The overall impression is of interdepend-
ent communities that each specialized in
exploitation of distinct environmental
zones (highland, coastal, maritime).

DISCUSSION

Table 1 outlines some of the settlement
characteristics that may be traced in this
documentary settlement record. Overall,
the pattern we can discern from Xenophon
is one of politically independent, rival
indigenous tribes organized from east to
west along the river valleys that flow from
the high mountains to the coast. Rivalries
appear to be fierce, and burning smaller
settlements seems to have been a common
and effective tactic of war. The inhabitants
of coastal settlements may have supplied
fish and dolphin products and occasional
goods from exchange with the Greeks to
their highland kin who maintained polit-
ical and military strongholds in the moun-
tains. Settlements were inter-visible along
river valleys, and close enough for inhabi-
tants to call along the valleys. Towers and/
or signal fires may have facilitated rapid
communication along the valleys in times
of emergency.
The coastal settlements were clearly the

critical points of contact between Ionian
traders and indigenous tribes, since such
groups were more practised at establishing
productive relations with the Greeks.
Coastal communities like the Tibarenians
were clearly familiar with passing Greeks
and had experience of setting up ad hoc
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markets at short notice. The great number
of small boats raised by the Mossynoecians
at a moment’s notice testify to engagement
in maritime activities. Given the clear pol-
itical and military priority of the highland
settlements, and the great predictability of
Pontic fish migrations, the possibility of
seasonal occupation along the coast should
be considered. Since maritime products
were distributed into the highlands, it
would not be surprising to find imported
goods at highland sites, although trade
does not appear to have become a stable
component of the indigenous economy by
the time of Xenophon’s journey. We now
turn to an archaeological case study on the
Sinop promontory to consider whether
archaeological evidence suggests that the

features noted by Xenophon may have been
present in a Black Sea coastal environment.

Archaeological evidence from the Sinop
promontory: the Kırkgeçit çayı Survey

The Kırkgeçit çayı survey (Figures 3 and
4) is the second of two three-year system-
atic archaeological surveys carried out to
date by the SRAP. (See Doonan, 2004a
and 2004b and Doonan et al., 2001 and
2015 for details of the SRAP survey sam-
pling approach and methodology.) The
survey was designed to examine contrast-
ing patterns in two river valleys that ran
from the rugged coastal mountains on the
Sinop promontory to the coast just north
of the secondary port of Gerze. The
Kırkgeçit çayı (meaning ‘forty-crossings
river’) has cut a deep, steep-sided valley in
the schist bedrock that nonetheless was
used as the main crossing over the moun-
tains in the Sinop promontory from
Roman times until the present day
(Doonan et al., 2015). A few kilometres to
the south, the Sarımsaklı çayı has formed
a second valley that cuts less directly over
the mountains (Doonan and Bauer 2005).

The Kırkgeçit çayı highlands

The best-documented example of the
highland settlement pattern is in the
Tıngıroğlu district where several small loci
(each <0.5 ha) were documented in a
cluster around a large (6 ha) central site
(Locus L11-32, 33, and 34; Doonan
et al., 2015). Most of the diagnostic
material from the larger site could be
related to the Hellenistic cultural horizon
although the smaller sites showed exclu-
sively handmade local wares. It is not clear
whether these are contemporaneous, or
suggest longer temporal continuity. The
mixed ceramic assemblage ranges from
coarse handmade wares in black and

Table 1. Settlement characteristics for Black Sea
Anatolia derived from Xenophon’s Anabasis.

Settlement
characteristic

Proxy evidence

1 Economic integration
along river valleys

Dispersal of traded
goods from the coast
to the highlands

2 Political centres in the
highlands

Larger, better defended
settlements in the
highlands

3 Agricultural settlements
in coastal plains

Undefended settlements
in coastal plains with
access to agricultural
land

4 Settlements interspersed
along valleys within
earshot

Distribution of discrete
settlements at a dis-
tance of 5–8 km
within river valleys

5 Smaller settlements in
the foothills

Prevalence of smaller
(< 5 ha) settlements
in elevations below
800–1000 m asl

6 Defensive burning of
settlements

Evidence of burning at
Iron Age settlements

7 Wooden architecture Scant evidence of alter-
native construction
materials (stone, mud
brick) at settlement
sites

8 Rampart and palisades
surround highland
strongholds

Evidence of terracing
around major highland
settlements
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reddish-yellow fabrics to amphorae, bowls,
pithoi, and roof tiles typical of the latter
first millennium BCE. The overall organ-
ization is reminiscent of patterns (num-
bered 6 and 8 in Table 1) from
Xenophon’s narrative with smaller satellite
settlements within earshot built in timber
near a larger main settlement.

Tıngırtepe

Another large (6 ha) locus, two km to the
west of the cluster of settlements in
Tıngıroğlu, was first documented by Isi̧n
(1998) and recorded more completely by
our team in 1996 and when we revisited
the site in 2006 (Doonan et al., 2008).
This site (Figures 5–7) included an exten-
sive scatter of handmade wares on the

slopes beneath a stone-built tower and
associated walls and terraces. The entire
surface of the site showed evidence of
burning. A stone tower, extensive walling,
and burnt occupation deposits were
observed in illegal excavations in the
citadel area of Tıngırtepe. Similar large
fortified sites have been noted in the high-
lands or just south of the watershed of the
Black Sea mountains, in Sinop province
(Salar, see Doonan, 2004a) or Akalan
(Macridy-Bey, 1907; Dönmez &
Ulugergerli, 2010).
Ceramic finds included local handmade

wares in a coarse black fabric, closed forms
with smoothed exteriors, some carinated
forms; the presence of later first-millen-
nium amphora fragments show a colonial
connection in the Late Iron Age phase of

Figure 3. Map of indigenous (probably Iron Age) sites north of the Pontic watershed on the Sinop
promontory. Sites named in the text include Sinop kale (L97-122), Karapinar (L98-20), and
Kayanin basi (L03-01). The Kırkgeçit çayı system drains into the Black Sea about five km north of the
Sarımsaklı çayı. Map produced by Matthew Conrad.
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the site. Altogether the evidence from the
SRAP and other surveys suggests that the
Tıngıroğlu area was a centre of highland
indigenous settlement in what was initially
a dispersed settlement pattern; at some
point, perhaps around the time of colonial
encounters in the mid-first millennium
BCE, larger population centres emerged.
This was not necessarily to the exclusion
of the outlying small settlements that are
very hard to date.

The Kirkgeçit çayı foothills

During the 2011–2012 seasons a string of
sites was identified along the Kirkgeçit
çayı on terraces overlooking the river
(Figure 4). We have already mentioned
that the Tingiroğlu sites show plentiful
settlement in the areas controlling access
to the highland passes. The foothills also
show a pattern of settlements straddling
both sides of the valley: in Erikli, village
sites are distributed along the top of the
ridge overlooking the north bank of the
river; a settlement exists at Yakadibi above

the south bank of the river, and then
further sites are located in the coastal
plains. Many of these sites are adjacent to
or near Hellenistic-period occupations, but
assemblages are seldom mixed. Our
working hypothesis is that the Iron Age
sites are earlier, and that the Hellenistic
material represents the economic and cul-
tural engagement of these indigenous
communities with colonists from the
fourth century BCE onward.
The Yakadibi site (L12-26) is located

some 50 m above the river-bed, relatively
close to the river itself. A stone tower sits
adjacent to a massive burnt lime deposit
with a terrace occupied below. This
appears to be a very strategic location,
visible to the Tıngıroğlu sites and similar
in overall plan to Tıngırtepe but with a
commanding view of the outlet of the
valley. The site’s proximity to the river
may imply a crossing nearby. A fragment
of a high-footed bowl was found embed-
ded in the rock-hard burnt lime deposit.
The bowl is a low-fired, coarse red ware
with smoothed surface, tempered with

Figure 4. Iron Age loci in the Kırkgecit çayı highland area. L96-38 (Tıngırtepe) and L11-034 are
more than 6 ha in extent, all the others are smaller than 1 ha. Stone towers and terrace walling were
recorded at L11-26 (Yakadibi) and L96-38 (Tıngırtepe), both of which showed evidence of burning.
The Tıngıroğlu plain is sheltered by high ridges to the north, south and west and the steep-sided canyon
of the Kırkgeçit çayı to the south and east.
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angular shell or fossilized limestone and
chaff. Planned luminescence analyses of
assemblages from this site may help to

establish whether this settlement and
others in this valley have a long history or
conservative ceramic traditions.

Figure 5. View from Tıngırtepe looking north-west (along the Kırkgeçitcayı valley towards the sea).

Figure 6. Outline plan of the settlement at Tıngırtepe.
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Iron Age settlements are relatively
common in the highlands and foothills of
the Kırkgeçit cayı valley and may fit in

with the pattern observed by Xenophon
when he travelled along the eastern
portion of this coast in 400 BCE. Several

Figure 7. Plan of the upper terrace at Tıngırtepe.

Figure 8. Iron Age sites in the Pontic mountains of central Turkey mentioned in the text.
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examples of small- to medium-sized (c.
0.25–1 ha) settlements were recorded on
the terraces overlooking the river from the
north at Erikli (L12-19 and L12-20), and
the south at Yakadibi (L12-23 and L12-
26) and Kabanlar (L12-31). Loci L12-19
and L12-20 are two scatters associated with
a single small (c. 0.25 ha) settlement set on
the southern and eastern slopes of a small
mound set atop the ridge. Handmade
indigenous ceramics and daub predomin-
ate at L12-19 while Hellenistic ceramics
and tile were recorded at L12-20. Recall
that Xenophon (see above) noted that the
Drilae (near Trabzon) had numerous
smaller settlements in the foothills starting
not far from the coast that they would
abandon and burn in the face of a strong
enemy; note also that Isin (1998) remarked
that nearly every Iron Age settlement
recorded in the Sinop Museum survey
showed some evidence of burning. The
Drilae then made a stand at their strong-
hold in the highlands where the terrain was
difficult and their enemies hemmed in and
disoriented. A little further west, the
Mossynoecians had settlements along the
river valleys close enough for them to com-
municate by calling out. The series of
smaller Iron Age settlements along both
banks of the Kırkgeçit çayı, starting quite
possibly as near to the coast as Altınoğlu
(L11-09), bears a striking resemblance to
these general descriptions.
Locus L12-23, a small (<0.1 ha) scatter

of handmade indigenous ceramics and
daub about 400 m north-east of L12-26,
may have marked the location of a related
contemporary installation (isolated
house?), although visibility was too poor to
define the extent of this scatter. About a
kilometre north-east and set at a higher
elevation, Locus L12-31 is a dense scatter
(at least 0.5 ha) of handmade Hellenistic
and Roman ceramics, one of the richest
and most diverse assemblages of these
periods that our survey has documented in

the Sinop hinterland. In this valley only
the large coastal site at Çakıroğlu has an
assemblage as varied as that. Unfortunately
there was insufficient visibility to deter-
mine the extent of Locus L12-31 beyond
the area documented in the tract.
Loci L12-23 and L12-26 overlook the

Kırkgeçit çayı from steep-sloping sites
only 30–50 m above and some 200 m
away from the river channel, while L12-
19, L12-20, and L12-31 are set on ter-
races more than 150 m above the river
channel and a kilometre or more from it.
These loci appear to be part of a system of
settlements running along the Kırkgeçitçay
valley from a cluster of larger villages
around Tingiroğlu (see the discussion of
the highlands above, particularly Loci
L11-32, L11-33, and L11-34) down to
the coast at Iyan’in Yeri-Altınoğlu (see
Loci L11-09 andL11-10 discussed below).
This line of settlements may well suggest
that this valley was a mid-first millennium
BCE communications route running either
from the coast to highland centres or con-
tinuing all the way through the mountains,
since it represents the densest concentra-
tion of indigenous settlements documen-
ted to date in the Sinop region (see
Doonan, 2004a). For the most part these
settlements show continuity into the
second half of the first millennium BCE in
that they often yield fourth-century BCE

Greek-related ceramics; it would appear
that the local Iron Age communities were
conducting trade with Greeks on the coast
or with the port of Sinope.

Coastal plains, Ilyan’in yeri

At Ilyan’ın yeri in the district of Altınoğlu
the survey documented two adjacent loci
(L11-09 and L11-10) marked by a dense
concentration of indigenous handmade
and Hellenistic ceramics including
amphora fragments and covers (Doonan
et al., 2015). The Hellenistic and
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indigenous assemblages appear to form
distinct clusters. The extent of the settled
area was difficult to define because the site
was partly overgrown, but it comprises at
least 1 ha.
There are several coastal sites around

the Sinop promontory that appear to show
a pattern similar to that at Ilyan’in yeri.
Examples have been documented on the
west coast (Yama tepe, L96-65), the coast
of the Karasu delta (Bostancılı, L99-01;
see Doonan et al., 2001), and the coast of
the Demirci valley midway between
Sinope and the Kırkgeçit çayı outlet
(Keçioğlu, L97-114 to L97-118; see
Doonan, 2004a). Each of these loci is a
coastal settlement of modest size (c. 1 ha),
set back 200–500 m from the coast in a
location that overlooks a valley with a
coastal beach landing. Recall that the
Mossynoecians (see above) supplied 300
log canoes (each held 3 men) to assist the
passing Greeks. A beach would provide a
perfectly good landing for such boats, and
the great number of boats implies that
they engaged in coastal maritime activities,
almost certainly fishing. This observation
certainly corresponds to the pattern
observed at Ilyan’ın yeri and similar sites
in Sinop. Recall also that the Greeks dis-
covered stores of salted dolphin meat and
vessels filled with dolphin blubber in the
mountains. Local fishing communities like
the Tibarenians to the east would have
undoubtedly encountered Sinopean colo-
nists and there would have been many
opportunities to help, fight, raid, and
trade. Relations between these communi-
ties were critical for the maintenance of
the colonial trade network that was essen-
tial to the economy of Sinope.
Black-slipped wares and amphora frag-

ments, some stamped, attest to contact
with the colonial port. The forms and
fabrics of amphora finds conform to the
group produced at kiln sites on the head-
land of Boztepe (Garlan & Tatlıcan,

1998). Although the contents of the
amphorae are not always clear, stamped
amphorae are typically associated with
wine trade. Finds of black-slipped pottery
are rare in the Sinop hinterland and early
amphorae only slightly more common.
Their association in these coastal sites sug-
gests that the consumption of wine may
have played an important role in the
entanglement of colonial and indigenous
communities, paralleled in colonial encoun-
ters around the world (Dietler, 2006).

TOWARDS A WORKING MODEL OF IRON

AGE SETTLEMENT ON THE SINOP

PROMONTORY

Clearly the history of the Iron Age in
Sinop is more complex than the current
models would suggest. Many of the fea-
tures described by Xenophon appear to
have been shared by indigenous communi-
ties on the Sinop promontory (see
Table 1). The Kırkgeçit cayı valley appears
to show some evidence of economic inte-
gration from coast to highland (no. 1 on
Table 1) beginning at the latest in the
fourth century BCE, based on finds of
imported ceramics, while the more
important centres like Tingiroğlu and
Salar were clearly located at higher eleva-
tions or over the mountains (no. 2). Small
settlements appear to have been strung
along the banks of the river (no. 5), at dis-
tances that are consistent with Xenophon’s
observation that locals would call from one
settlement to the next (no. 4). Many set-
tlements show evidence of burning (no.
6), and survey finds at Tıngırtepe are con-
sistent with the mention of ramparts, pali-
sades, and towers (no. 8). It is intriguing
to consider the possibility that sites like
Ilyan’ın yeri were home to agricultural set-
tlers who took advantage of the seasonal
or occasional opportunities offered by their
proximity to the sea (no. 3). Being located
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near the coast, they may have provided an
arena for informal markets and fishing
similar to the economy of the Tibarenians
reported by Xenophon. It is clear that
fishing was an important activity at Sinop
kale that attracted visitors from around the
Black Sea.
Two patterns have begun to emerge in

the Iron Age settlement of the Sinop
promontory. The first, most probably
dating from the end of the second–early
first millennia BCE and continuing into the
Hellenistic period, consists of dispersed
networks of settlements, some quite large
(5–6 ha), in the foothills and highlands
overlooking river-based communication
routes. We are using the broad term Iron
Age to refer to these horizons as well as to
the assemblages that coincide with
Archaic and Classical Greek horizons.
The upland settlements are clearly larger,
and the sea appears to have attracted only
marginal (possibly seasonal) interest. The
more important population centres may
well have looked south towards central
Anatolia and the north Anatolian rift
valley. The second pattern, dating from
the mid to late first millennium BCE (Late
Iron Age), is seen in the engagement of
indigenous and local communities through
exchange with outsiders at near-coastal
sites and continues via pre-existing indi-
genous networks up into the mountain
communities.
The Iron Age occupation of the Sinop

promontory can be sketched in several
stages:

. Stage 1 (second–early first millennium
BCE): continuation of dominant Bronze
Age patterns: low density subsistence
based on terrestrial agriculture and sea-
sonal exploitation of maritime resources;
possible symbiotic relationship between
mobile fishing communities and more
sedentary terrestrial counterparts; organ-
ization of communities along river valleys;

. Stage 2 (ninth–seventh century BCE):
quickening of maritime activity at
Sinope by outsiders bearing ceramics
from the northwest and the east
(Doonan 2007a; Doonan et al. 2016);

. Stage 3 (seventh–fifth century BCE):
Ionian Greek colonization at Sinope
followed by establishment of colonies
that controlled access to the east coast
of the Black Sea; limited economic con-
nections between Sinope and the imme-
diate hinterland; emergence of larger
indigenous centres, some fortified;
intensification of colonial long-distance
trade (Akurgal, 1956; Doonan et al.,
2016);

. Stage 4: (fourth–first century BCE):
expansion of viticulture on the slopes
above the colony (on Boztepe) and agri-
cultural and natural resources in the
hinterland initial exchange may have
included wine from Sinope for timber
and other hinterland resources
(Doonan, 2015); establishment of trans-
port routes leading inland from the
coast; expansion of indigenous centres
in the highlands (Doonan, 2003).

Considering the emerging picture of the
Anatolian Pontic coast in light of contem-
porary examples of colonial-indigenous
relations in other regions yields some
important contrasts and parallels. Dietler’s
analysis of colonial-indigenous relations in
Massalia (Marseille) and the western
Mediterranean highlights the importance
of indigenous agency in the entanglement
of communities (Dietler, 1997, 2010;
Dietler and López-Ruiz, 2009). He has
highlighted the central importance of wine
as a commodity produced by colonial
communities in response to strong indi-
genous demand, and the adaptation of the
rituals and material accoutrements of
social drinking by indigenous communi-
ties. Dietler (1997, 2010) notes intensified
vineyard production on the slopes adjacent
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to Massalia in the third century BCE, a
pattern that is similar to the expansion of
apparently prosperous farmsteads and wine
amphora production on the defensible
headland of Boztepe just above Sinope in
the fourth century (Doonan et al., 2015).
This coincides with the appearance of
amphorae and black-slipped fine wares in
the hinterland, suggesting that wine pro-
duction at Sinope was specifically con-
nected to the intensification of trade
relations with its hinterland.
Another significant parallel between the

Anatolian Black Sea coast and the western
Mediterranean can be seen in the spread
of defensive architecture among local groups
following entanglement with colonial
communities (Dietler, 1997, 2010). The
military build-up is by no means merely a
response to the presence of colonists, but
likely to reflect the intensification of local
rivalries (recall the rivalries in Xenophon’s
descriptions of the Mossynoecians and the
defensibility of their strongholds and
those of the Drilae). Archaeological sites
like Akalan, Salar, and Tıngırtepe broadly
correspond to these descriptions. Clearly
Xenophon’s narrative indicates warlike
rivalries between indigenous groups; in
contrast, this does not appear to be a
feature of earlier periods. In Pontic
Anatolia this is most likely to be related to
economic and political processes linked not
only to Greek colonization along the coast,
but to relations with Persia that eventually
gave rise to the Pontic dynasties.
Equally important are the contrasts: the

colonial impact on communities along the
Anatolian Black Sea coast never reached
the scale seen along the extensive river
systems of the northern Black Sea or the
Rhône valley. Imported colonial wares can
be traced in considerable numbers far up
these valleys from the mid-sixth century
BCE. Forest-steppe settlements in Ukraine,
like Belskoye Gorodische, yield large quan-
tities of imported Greek amphorae from

the sixth century onward (Tsetskhladze,
1998). Imports from Massalia, soon fol-
lowed by local production of pseudo-Ionian
and grey pseudo-Phokaian wares, extend
well into the Rhône valley (Dietler, 1997).
The grey wares have many forms derived
from local as well as imported forms;
vessels related to drinking dominate among
import-inspired types. Not only do these
examples demonstrate colonial engagement
at a much earlier date than in the Sinop
area, but they also show economic activity
at a much greater scale.
In closing, it is hoped that these inter-

pretations, based, as they are, on the
reading of a specific historical source, can
nonetheless form the basis for a discussion
about Iron Age settlement along the
Anatolian coast of the Black Sea. The
Sinop Regional Archaeological Project
continues to expand the site-by-site ana-
lysis of ceramics within an interpretive
framework that allows us to consider the
organization of the economies and social
order of indigenous communities. It is also
hoped that this discussion can reorient
some interest in this region away from the
identification of historically attested ethnic
groups toward an interest in the geography
of early Black Sea communities and the
role the organization of those communities
played in their engagement with Ionian
colonists and the growing Black Sea
economy of the first millennium BCE.
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Xénophon et le paysage de la Mer Noire: modèles d’implantation de l’habitat à l’âge
du Fer sur la péninsule de Sinope (Turquie)

Les études concernant l’âge du Fer en Anatolie ont rarement prêté suffisamment d’attention aux habitats
et à l’organisation sociale de l’espace habité. L’Anabase de Xénophon contient le récit du périple d’un
Grec en Anatolie orientale et le long de la côte de la Mer Noire en 400 av. J.-C., donc relativement tôt
dans le processus de colonisation de cette région. On utilisera ses observations pour établir un modèle de
base concernant l’habitat dans la zone côtière de la Mer Noire en Anatolie, que l’on comparera ensuite
avec les résultats de prospections archéologiques récentes et de projets de recherche connexes sur la
péninsule de Sinope. On proposera un modèle plus fourni des habitats de l’âge du Fer et des rapports
entre colons et indigènes dans cette région, compte tenu des études récentes sur le phénomène de colonisa-
tion en Méditerranée occidentale et dans les régions septentrionales de la mer Noire. Translation by
Madeleine Hummler

Mots-clés: âge du Fer en Anatolie, colonisation grecque, âge du Fer en Mer Noire, Xénophon
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Xenophon im Schwarzmeergebiet: eisenzeitliche Besiedlungsmodelle auf der
Halbinsel von Sinop (Türkei)

Die Siedlungsstruktur und die räumliche Organisation der Gesellschaft haben oft ungenügend
Beachtung in der Forschung der Eisenzeit in Anatolien gefunden. Xenophons Anabasis enthält die
Beobachtungen eines griechischen Außenseiters, der um 400 v. Chr. in Ostanatolien und entlang der
Küste des Schwarzen Meeres reiste, also relativ früh in der Kolonisierung der Gegend. Seine
Beobachtungen dienen hier zum Aufbau eines Grundmodells der Besiedlung an der anatolischen
Schwarzmeerküste, das dann mit den Ergebnissen von neueren archäologischen Prospektionen und
damit verbundenen Forschungen auf der Halbinsel von Sinop verglichen wird. Es ergibt sich eine reich-
ere Modellierung der einheimischen eisenzeitlichen Siedlungen und der Beziehungen zwischen
Kolonisten und Kolonisierten in dieser Gegend, die man mit neueren Forschungen im westlichen
Mittelmeerraum und in den nördlichen Schwarzmeerbereichen vergleichen kann. Translation by
Madeleine Hummler

Stichworte: Eisenzeit in Anatolien, griechische Kolonisierung, Eisenzeit im Schwarzmeergebiet,
Xenophon, Landschaftsarchäologie
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